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A REVIEW OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PRACTICES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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The construction industry plays a vital role in every economy by contributing substantially to the national gross domestic product (GDP). Despite the significance of the industry, construction is often criticized for adversely impacting society and the environment through the nature of its work. Managing societal and environmental impacts are at the heart of corporate social responsibility (CSR) which is a critical factor for achieving long-term competitiveness. CSR has been adopted by many industries to address the negative impacts that result from their operations. Research in CSR within the construction industry is limited and still in its infancy, especially in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) where there is a negligible uptake of CSR activities and a lack of strategies and guidelines. The key question here is why the construction industry in KSA has not fully embraced the concept of CSR. This article presents the results of a literature study undertaken to develop an understanding of the reasons that militate against the implementation of CSR in general, and specifically in construction within KSA. The paper adopts a structured approach to analyze materials published on CSR, in general, and how it has been applied in the construction sector, including KSA. The analysis indicates that there are critical factors that have hampered the fulfillment of CSR requirements in construction. A lack of awareness and knowledge is ranked as the greatest barrier, and the lack of a practical and theoretical framework to examine the level of CSR implementation closely follows in tow. The analysis suggests that CSR within KSA is currently at a basic level and focused on philanthropic activities. It also indicates that there is a need to go beyond this basic level by developing an appropriate framework to assist KSA construction companies in integrating CSR fully into their business practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an evolving concept that is gaining the attention of academics and practitioners, and continues to grow in importance especially for business organizations. According to Carroll et al. (2010), the concept carries different meanings for various stakeholders. Such differences make it essential to provide an accepted and complete working definition of the concept to support the study that is reported in this paper. The definition of CSR adopted for the study is one advanced by the Constructing Excellence (2011) as “the commitment to integrate socially responsible values and concerns of stakeholders into its operations in a manner that fulfills and exceeds current legal and commercial expectations”. The underlying ethos of such a
definition is one of having values that transcend the bottom-line which is the main driver for most businesses. Recognizing the need for such an ethos, Zhao et al. (2012) suggest that when implemented effectively, CSR can have a positive effect on businesses and other organizations by helping to address their economic and environmental impacts, as well as meeting the expectations of stakeholders. Engin and Akgoz (2016) suggest that a CSR orientation will call for organizations to adopt much longer-term perspective for their economic performance rather than the short-term actions, which often prove harmful socially and/or environmentally. Other writers on the subject suggest various advantages that accrue from the adoption of CSR practices, to include a more relevant strategy, responding to current global trends, useful ethical standing, attracting the right and loyal staff and achieving a competitive advantage (Wu et al. 2015). While it is easy to argue that such practices may exist in many developing countries, the evidence points to an inertia that militates against the adoption of CSR (Khan et al. 2013).

This paper critically appraises various reasons for the lack of effective uptake of CSR practices within KSA construction industry. The underpinning argument for the use of KSA is that it shares common practices and industry features with many developing countries. As such, any lessons would serve as a great benefit to countries in that category. The paper also addresses the context of construction, the challenges of adopting CSR, and alternative approaches to CSR implementation. It also provides systematic analyses of essential and relevant work on the subject to crystalize the key factors that should provide a foundation for harnessing CSR practice within KSA.

2 SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CONSTRUCTION

Hillebrandt (2000) described construction as a sector associated with processes of procuring, producing, altering, repairing, maintaining and demolishing building and civil engineering works. This industry contributes substantially to the growth of national GDP of every country. Flanagan (2014) indicated that the global output of construction was estimated at around US$6.8 trillion in 2013, and this accounts for about 10% of the annual global GDP. Furthermore, it contributes to economic development nationally and globally, through a combination of architecture, engineering and provision of job opportunities as well as the interaction with other industries which help in accelerating economic growth (Hillebrandt 2000, Lichtenstein et al. 2013). Parallel to its significant contribution to the economy, construction significantly impacts on society and the environment (Barthorpe 2010). It has been suggested that the industry consumes 50% of raw materials and energy, which often leads to land degradation and resource depletion, as well as the misuse of water, gas emissions, dust noise and pollution (Lu 2013). With regards to health and safety, construction is arguably one of the most dangerous sectors has been accused of having a status of poor quality and services, alongside bad safety and poor stakeholder relationships (Pinto et al. 2011).

3 CSR IN CONSTRUCTION

Jiang and Wong (2015) propose that the significant impacts of construction activities on the physical environment and wider communities necessitate a focus on CSR as an essential input into sustainable construction. In many developed countries CSR in construction is largely directed at areas such as climate change, ethics, human rights, community interaction, and sustainable development techniques, as these are the aspects where potential breaches lie (Lichtenstein et al. 2013). All the same, many contractors are often criticized for poor performance in the fulfillment of their CSR obligations (Barthorpe 2010, Murray and Dainty 2013). This is largely due to the lack of knowledge on how to effectively implement CSR and also the lack of guidelines for industry. Responding to this lack of knowledge, Loosemore and Lim (2016) affirm that there is a lack of comprehensive CSR strategies within the industry, and a missing link between CSR and economic
performance. The position of Loosemore and Lim (2016) would appear to suggest that the problem of a lack of adoption for CSR is not limited only to developing economies. This makes any solution from the developing countries potentially viable for establishing alternative practices for developing economies. So, establishing such a link and providing guidance for CSR strategy would be invaluable to the adoption of practices in construction. To achieve such a link, it would be useful to depict the nature of factors that influence the implementation of CSR in developing countries.

4 CONTEXT OF CSR IN KSA CONSTRUCTION

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is a developing country with a high GDP. The KSA is the biggest oil exporting country in the world, with the revenues from oil accounting for 80% of the national budget (Ashraf 2015). However, the Government has a vision of a more diverse economy that involves the private sector participation in the development of the country as part of public sector CSR in job creation (Maqbool 2015). Construction is the second largest sector and the fastest growing amongst Gulf Countries, representing 6-10% of GDP (Al-emad and Nagapan 2015). According to Opoku and Abdul-Muhmin (2010) it provides a vital role in resolving some of the issues that arise from social problems, such as explosive population growth. The solutions provided by construction can therefore be seen as CSR contribution by the industry. Almahmoud and Doloi (2013) cited research by others, who concluded that there is little evidence of exemplary practices of CSR in construction within KSA. The lack of CSR is typified by breaches in health and safety, as well as low levels of productivity form such issues as high project costs, delays, and waste across the project life cycle (Assaf and Al-Heiji 2006). A major health and safety breach in construction in KSA is outlined in the following example. Batrawy (2015) reported that one of the worst disasters in construction in KSA was the collapse in Makkah, killing about 100 people, and injuring around 250 in September 2015. This disaster raised concerns as to how much construction organizations care about relevant stakeholder benefits from their operations and led to questions of their CSR practice. Such incidents and the high number of people killed or seriously injured on construction sites, and waste production, appear to suggest a lack or neglect of CSR in KSA construction.

The concept of CSR in KSA is still in its infancy, and there are many aspects that are still evolving. Razak (2015) has suggested that the KSA Government is yet to actively promote CSR at a strategic or policy level. However, there is a growing recognition of the importance of CSR within KSA Government, society, public and private organizations (Ali and Al-aali 2012). Maqbool (2015) draws attention to the view that, while global efforts in CSR are focused on issues such as human rights, environment, labour rights and anti-corruption, in KSA the emphasis appears to be on developing the human and social capital of the country and philanthropic activity requirements (Khan et al. 2013). This is a reflection of the political challenges and cultural context of KSA society. There is little evidence within literature on empirical work based on CSR constructs within the KSA context (Mandurah et al. 2012, Maqbool 2015). Little research has been undertaken on how CSR can be used to address societal issues caused by increasing development, whilst improving an organization’s productivity.

5 METHODOLOGY

Due to the nature of this research, a qualitative approach was adopted. To develop a consistent foundation for addressing CSR, the study adopted a review of literature to develop an understanding of the current CSR practices in KSA. The review followed a systematic process by employing relevant keywords and concepts that relate to the research topic in hand. Then, different sources were used to collect available information including textbooks, peer review journals and conference papers, professional magazines, government publications, dissertations and theses, workshops and
technical reports, as well as online database systems and Indexes and to identify suitable articles. In addition, the key CSR activities were extracted from ISO 26000 to establish the principles and the core issues for the review. A total of 200 articles were returned from the initial interrogation, out of which 50 papers were found to be related to construction. Also, 15 papers were identified as relating to CSR in KSA which had no connection to construction. The assembled set of 50 articles were scanned at three levels of abstracts, keywords, and contents based on the identified activities from ISO 26000 and the 15 articles on KSA CSR that had no bearing on construction. The relevant materials were analyzed, and the output recorded and classified. Collecting recent publications and latest editions of the relevant materials was a continuous process throughout the research period, which ensured that up to date knowledge, latest developments and relevant contributions to the study subject were captured.

6 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Collectively, the review of the 50 papers identified the environment as the primary external issue, and health and safety, as the primary internal CSR issue that should receive attention in CSR practice. The results also showed that organizations focused on community development and philanthropic activities more than sustainable development. Moreover, the study suggests that there is much more to do in embedding good CSR in construction. Figure 1 presents the CSR areas of emphasis in construction within different countries compared with the ISO 26000 standard. Figure 2 elaborates the most notable barriers and drivers of CSR that emerged out of the analysis. Together, they form a strong foundation for addressing industry-wide implementation of CSR.

7 DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis show a considerable discrepancy between the standard and the practices adopted in many developing countries, including that of the KSA. Just as in other industries, construction in KSA places undue emphasis on lowest price, rather than best value. The ISO 26000 standard provides construction with a set of activities that can facilitate a link to society in terms of its performance measures to overcome its current narrow focus. The narrow view has an adverse and often inadequate impact on the performance of the industry in terms of time, cost and quality. As a result, it is vital for construction companies to develop and implement their CSR practices with the communities in which they operate. The rationale is that CSR practices have to relate to the context in which they are set.

This paper has also highlighted certain distinctive characteristics of CSR in developing countries, such as less formalized approaches to CSR implementation, and more superficial and philanthropic outlook in their nature. The benefits of adoption of CSR in the construction industry are yet to be fully realized, and keeping in view the local socio-political landscape, it would be useful to determine the most relevant CSR models for construction in different settings.

The literature analysis presented in this paper indicates that the main barrier for the implementation of CSR is the lack of awareness and knowledge as well as a lack of consensus on how CSR is defined and the principles that might be contained in any CSR model. This is further compounded by the absence of a CSR reporting framework for construction (Wilson et al. 2011).

8 CONCLUSION

The paper has presented CSR concepts and argued their relevance in construction. It offers recommendations for a better alignment between CSR implementation and performance measures in construction, to meet the expectations of stakeholders and the public in general. In particular, the need to ensure the implementation of CSR is focused on the well-being of communities with regards
to environmental, social and economic conditions. The review showed a narrow interpretation of the CSR concept within KSA where it is taken mainly as philanthropic activities, which falls short of the full responsibilities of a responsible business. This is because CSR is a complex phenomenon, which means different things to different people. With regards to the areas involved in CSR, there are environmental, social, economic, legal and ethical areas which need to be satisfied and philanthropic activities are based on religious requirements. However, the aim of CSR is to achieve long-term objectives not simply spending money. Additionally, the lack of CSR awareness and the absence of a theoretical and practical framework within developing countries like KSA, has hindered its implementation. The mitigating factors that emerged from the analysis can be harnessed to play an important role in the daily practices of companies, and construction companies that have to develop an effective CSR to support their activities.
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**Figure 1.** Various CSR activities in the construction sector for selected countries.
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**Figure 2.** Barriers and drivers for implementing CSR.
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